E.S.O
FACIAL CLEAN
伊舒洗卸乳
Green Wash + Makeup Remover

PERFORMANCE
Natural blend of lotion with herbal and fruit extracts, plus natural complex peptide ion. Deep pro-skin cleansing, restore meticulous original tender skin chak and natural beauty.
Water base, Characteristic extract aroma. Great for face wash and makeup removal in one lotion.

APPLICATION
Oily, normal and dry skin

TARGET
Face, makeup 2 in 1

CONTENT
Aqua, aloe vera extract, papain, camomile extract, cariciline, L-glycenic acid.

DIRECTION
Cleansing - pour small amount Facial Clean on palm, work up a lather and massage well before rinse.
Makeup removal - apply Facial Clean evenly on face, massage gently and wipe off with tissue. Then wash face with cleansing procedure.

- pH value: 6.0 ~ 7.0
- Deep cleansing, skin relax
- Natural plant fruit essence
- Restore the original color tender
- Natural flavor, light yellow
- Anti-bacterial, anti-viral, enhance facial hygiene
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